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Forty Years of the Abbey Community
This year we invite you to join the Abbey Community in celebrating its fortieth
anniversary. Throughout 2020 in a special programme of events we will be reflecting
on the past, present and future of the Abbey in all its many facets: as a place for
spiritual growth and enquiry, for discussion and engagement with the issues of the day,
for celebrating creativity in music and the arts and as an oasis of peace housed in a
unique and much-loved ancient building.
The north range of the Abbey including the spectacular Great Hall was built (as
far as anyone can tell!) in the year 1290, making it 730 years old this year. In that
astonishingly long history the Community's life here has been but a moment, though
a very important one that has saved the building from dereliction and kept it open
and accessible to guests, volunteers and visitors from around the world and from all
walks of life. You can be a part of the Abbey's history and help to make sure it
continues, by attending our events, making a donation, getting involved as a volunteer
or simply spreading the word. We hope to see you soon.

The Abbey History Project and Founders Day Gathering
2019 was a busy and creative year for those involved in the Abbey History Project. With
help from several Oxford University Micro Interns, we now have drafts for a new
interpretive exhibition, a timeline with key dates in the evolution of the medieval building,
a gallery of notable previous owners, visitors and residents and a clearer exposition of the
development of The Abbey Community, stewards here for the last 40 years.
Our new, improved exhibition was launched at this year’s Garden Party in July and
generated a lot of interest including from several local people who came along from the
village. One person remembered going to school with Tibetan youngsters who lived here
during the sixties when the Ockenden Venture, a charity supporting post war refugees and
displaced children, occupied the house. Others remembered when the current Dining
Room was the School Room for Ockenden students, Solar was the girls dormitory and the
Library housed the boys.
Our own “Memory Cafe” in early July started the ball rolling on reminiscences which
came thick and fast at the Founders Day Gathering on 15th September. Nick Wright,
masters student of architectural history at Oxford Brookes, spoke eloquently about the
construction and evolution of the built fabric of The Abbey over several centuries. He
began by highlighting our link, as the rectory house, to neighbouring All Saints Church.
Nick emphasised that the The Abbey is a wonderful example of a medieval courtyard
house and encouraged us to continue our work to promote its national significance to a
wider audience.
Linda led us on a whistle-stop picture tour of some of the Abbey’s notable 20th century
owners including Eve Fleming, Ian Fleming’s mother; and former Observer editor David
Astor who owned the house until 1978. A series of contributions from the floor followed,
giving us a rich flavour of life here during the last four decades.

The Abbey History Project continued...
Callum Mackenzie told us of his admiration and fondness for David Astor who leased the
house to the Ockenden Venture for a peppercorn rent and also to the exiled Bishop of
Namibia, Colin Winter. Callum recalled the huge elm trees that lined The Abbey drive,
which Mr Astor replaced with lime trees after the elms were felled. Richard Astor, David’s
eldest son, sent a message via Callum to say how pleased his father would have been to
know that the use of The Abbey as a “haven” continues to this day.
Callum also recounted how The Abbey was sold to developers who attempted and failed
to convert the building into luxury flats and it was at this point that Fred Blum, Stephen
Verney and Pearl Mitchell decided to take the plunge and buy it as the home of the “New
Era Centre.”
Rolf Steppacher and Uschi May spoke with great affection for Fred Blum and shared how
the experience of living here in the late 1980’s had been transformative for them. Rolf
remembered being the Treasurer during a time of intense financial constraints following
Fred’s death in 1990. Uschi told how her ownership of a working motor vehicle secured
her place in the team when transportation to and from The Abbey was a major challenge.
Back then the building was still being brought back into use but she still felt like she’d
landed in a fairy tale. Volunteering at The Abbey showed her what an inclusive
community was like and has proved to be a life changing association.
Adrian Rance remembered how his introduction to The Abbey in 2007 coincided with his
ordination as an interfaith minister. The defining characteristic of that period was the
journey of bringing together the “universal spirituality” with The Abbey’s stated Christian
aims. This happened alongside a hugely controversial – and ultimately unsuccessful –
plan to sell and lease back The Abbey as a way to raise the funds to match the monies
offered for restoration of the building by the Heritage Lottery Fund.

The Abbey History Project continued...
Tony Eaude, our current chairman, described how he was lured to The Abbey by poetry
and soon found himself invited onto the council and into one of the fiercest meetings he
has ever been in! He also remembered the chair at that time, John Osborn, whose abiding
message was that all of our positions and viewpoints can only ever be”provisional”. John
sadly passed away last summer but he will live long in the memory of all those who knew
and loved him. Tony then read a passage, on behalf of Sandra Verney, from Stephen
Verney’s book Snakes and Ladders, featuring an image of a description of Paradise in the
Vision of God written by Nicolas of Cusa in 1453: “Paradise was a walled garden, and the
wall was made up of opposites. An angel with a bright sword kept guard over these
ramparts. The name of the angel was Reason and Reason would not allow any human
being to enter because they could not hold opposites together. Love lived within the walls
and Love was able to hold together these opposites and enabled humans to do the same.”
In 1980 at 67, Stephen began his active retirement. There were many big issues facing the
church and he wanted to set up a centre where opposing points of view could be properly
debated. A few generous friends raised the money to buy the Abbey with its wonderful
medieval hall, plenty of accommodation and beautiful grounds near the heart of the
village. Interfaith groups came together to confront the issues which concerned them all –
Roman Catholics, Baptists, Orthodox, Methodists, Muslims, Baha’is, Zoroastrians, Jews,
Buddhists, Jains and Anglicans of all persuasions came to discuss the problems in their
own churches.
These are a just a few of the struggles which became part of the Abbey. People who came
to The Abbey were sometimes reluctant to meet with their opposites as indeed many of us
are. As time went on what often emerged was that the opposites, while remaining separate
were being picked up and held together by some kind of love and respect which allowed
the occasional glimpse of God’s truth on the other side of Nicholas of Cusa’s garden wall.
The rest of the evening was devoted to the audience sharing their responses and hopes for
the future of The Abbey. And we recorded the whole lot for posterity! Look out for more
news of our 40th anniversary celebrations in future newsletters and on the website. Please
consider yourself invited to participate and get involved!
Contact linda@theabbey.uk.com or call 01235 847401
--Linda

Heritage Open Days
Our focus on history last year also prompted our involvement for the first time with the
national history festival, Heritage Open Days. Piggybacking on the national PR we were
delighted to run house and garden tours for 40 people. We took the opportunity to reflect
on the 40 years of “people power” and to celebrate the leap of faith taken by our founders
back in 1980 when they took on the derelict Abbey. Tours are a simple and enjoyable way
to attract new and different audiences, both local and from further afield. Visitors came
both to see the place for the first time and also to see the restoration undertaken since
1980. Asked about the key impression they took away, the feedback below is satisfyingly
positive!
--Energy, peace, commitment, beauty, enthusiasm, community. Great cakes!
--Community members were very welcoming, informative and friendly
--A wonderful building with a great sense of history and philosophy of purpose
One of the pleasures of working on the History Project is that it’s also such great
preparation for our 40th anniversary this year . It enables us to do the compelling Abbey
story justice and to make it more visible and accessible. It has gathered people who know
and love The Abbey, who are willing not only to reminisce but also to work together to
make a 40th anniversary programme of events come to fruition this year.
--Linda

A Rose for Fred
A special gathering was held at the Abbey this January 14th, the birthday of Fred
Blum, our community's co-founder and presiding spirit. Fred passed away thirty
years ago but his vision lives on in the community he brought to life and the
beautiful building he did so much to save from dereliction. Abbey community
members, trustees and friends joined with two of Fred's children to reflect on his
gifts to us and to plant a rambling rose in the Abbey courtyard in Fred's memory.
There were readings from the Book of Isaiah and from T. S. Eliot's Four Quartets:

The wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad for them: and the desert shall
rejoice and blossom as the rose.
And the ransomed of the Lord shall return and come to Zion with songs, and
everlasting joy upon their heads: they shall obtain joy and gladness, and sorrow
and sighing shall flee away.
Isaiah 35:1,10

What we call the beginning is often the end
And to make an end is to make a beginning.
The end is where we start from.
Every phrase and every sentence is an end and a beginning,
Every poem an epitaph. And any action
Is a step to the block, to the fire, down the sea's throat
Or to an illegible stone: and that is where we start.
We die with the dying:
See, they depart, and we go with them.
We are born with the dead:
See, they return, and bring us with them.
The moment of the rose and the moment of the yew-tree
Are of equal duration.

With the drawing of this Love and the voice of this Calling
We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.
Through the unknown, remembered gate
When the last of earth left to discover
Is that which was the beginning;
At the source of the longest river
The voice of the hidden waterfall
And the children in the apple-tree
Not known, because not looked for
But heard, half-heard, in the stillness
Between two waves of the sea.
Quick now, here, now, always-A condition of complete simplicity
{Costing not less than everything}
And all shall be well and
All manner of thing shall be well
When the tongues of flame are in-folded
Into the crowned knot of fire
And the fire and the rose are one.

--T. S. Eliot, Little Gidding

--Dylan

Log Fire Evening Extinction Rebellion
On Sunday 2nd February, The Abbey launched its 40th Anniversary celebrations with the
first in a series of Log Fire Evenings, with a talk presented by environmental activists
Extinction Rebellion, a non-violent civil movement aiming to elicit significant, meaningful
and life-saving governmental action on the climate and ecological crisis. The Great Hall,
with log fire burning, welcomed a large audience, who came prepared to hear the difficult
facts about the climate crisis we face in 2020.
The Abbey community have designed the Log Fire programme to reflect the Abbey’s
beautiful Mandala, pictured below, which visually demonstrates how God, People, Self
and Earth intersect to form a whole (community / life experience).
With our relationship to our mother earth in mind, Extinction Rebellion were invited to
share their founding talk, which shares distressing information gathered by bodies such as
the IPCC, who forecast a worrying trajectory that our planet is hurtling towards a more
than 4 degree rise in temperature in the next 50 years if we are unable to drastically cut
greenhouse gas emissions, as well as demonstrating that we are experiencing the 6th mass
extinction, with numbers of creatures from insects to mammals dropping drastically, with
statistics such as 84% of the Netherlands butterfly population disappearing over the last 30
years.
Though the information shared was hard to hear, the talk delivered by coaching
professional Linda Aspey and Mindfulness expert Tim Stead offered hope and shared
ways individuals can take action now, explaining there is space for everyone's skills,If you
are interested in getting involved and ‘being on the right side of history’ you can find local
groups in Abingdon, Oxford and Wantage, go to www.rebellion.earth to start your
rebellion.
--Vicki

In praise of stillness
Sometimes I feel like the world is drowning
in a deluge of words
rainstorms of acronyms
hailstones of curses
torrents of tittle-tattle
I long for the joy of stilled voices, the absence of rhetoric and
a drought of drivel
And yet, and yet....
somewhere in the land between words and no-words
there is a place where
selected jewels are dropped into my ears, sparkling with wit and sharply clear
expressions are kisses upon the lips, emphatic and honeyed
messages are caresses upon the soul, enfolding and soothing, provoking and exposing
I must learn to stop, wait, listen, allow words to settle
and then dig deep into the wordy drifts;
for silent excavation will bring to light the gloriously sufficient whisper of one word:
love
--Jackie

Mission Accomplished!
Here is a photo of the last bathroom
to be refurbished in the Abbey
Guesthouse. All bathing facilities are
now upgraded and working well.
This is great news for all our guests,
many of whom have patiently 'made
do' with aged showers!
--Jackie

Rare Insect Spotted
The Abbey is not just a place of
peace and sanctuary for harried
humans; the 4.5 acres of grounds,
which are managed with a light and
careful hand, provide precious habitat
for all manner of mammals, birds and
insects. Abbey trustee and volunteer
Debbie Lewington rescued this odd
creature from a bird bath in the grounds.
Only later did she discover that it is a
Rugged Oil Beetle, an extremely rare
insect that is only known at one other
site in the country. We must be doing
something right!
--Dylan

The Abbey Needs You!

The Abbey Sutton Courtenay seeks new Council Members. We’re looking for new people
who may already know and love the Abbey, to help support and guide the charity through
this exciting phase of restoration and development. If you are interested and would like to
find out more, please contact Chair of Abbey Council, Dr Tony Eaude for an informal
chat in the first instance
tony@edperspectives.org.uk

Local Volunteers Wanted
Could you spare a few hours to help out at the Abbey ?
We are looking for people who could commit a few hours of voluntary work
each week and/or individuals we could call upon from time-to-time
to help out on specific occasions. The work would include anything from gardening to
cleaning, washing-up and general support around events and residential groups. The
Abbey is set in four acres of lawns and woodland, we have an orchard and a walled
kitchen garden, all of which need ongoing care and attention. In return, we will provide
a vegetarian lunch and plenty of tea and biscuits. For volunteers able to make a regular/
ongoing commitment, we can also offer free entry to Abbey programme events and Rest
& Renewal Retreats.
For more details email: dylan@theabbey.uk.com
If you can’t volunteer with us perhaps you could boost our ratings by leaving us positive
reviews: Like us on FACEBOOK and leave us a review
Follow us on INSTAGRAM
Review us on GOOGLE

